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Hey BACers 
 
This email is going out to the entire team – Baraboo and Madison groups.  We’re even including the HS boys and the fall-
only swimmers, as we wanted to get everyone on the same page for when they’re (hopefully) back in the water. 
 
Starting the week of December 10th, we’re switching over to a slightly different calendar format on our Team Unify 
website.  Currently, the calendar tab is listed at ‘NEW CALENDAR FORMAT’.  And while a lot of the function of the 
calendar is pretty obvious or at least intuitive, we thought it would be good to send an email to get everyone on the 
same page. 
 
FIRST, THERE WILL UNDOUBTEDLY BE A FEW ‘BUGS’ with this new format, so bear with us.  Right now we know of a few 
issues that TU is working on, and I’m sure we’ll have a few ‘user error’ wrinkles that will crop up as well.  Please don’t 
hesitate to reach out to a coach if you have any questions on the new calendar (Jacob would probably be best) or if 
something doesn’t look right.  (If it’s urgent, you can text Brenda or text Jacob at (608) 852-5727.) 
 
Second, one of the stated advantages of this new format is that it’s apparently a lot easier and smoother to sync this 
calendar with your google calendar (for those of you that use one).  To do that, simply go to the new calendar tab, select 
the correct roster and location tabs (more on that later), and click ‘SUBSCRIBE’.  The opened window will have a link as 
well as a ‘copy link’ button.  Simply paste that into your Google calendar and they should connect.  (Your Google 
calendar should also update live any time we make changes, but we’ll have to see if that works as advertised.) 
 
One of the drawbacks to the new calendar is that the visual format is modeled after Google Calendar so the 
weekly/monthly views don’t show all of the text for each calendar entry.  If you hover over or click on an item, you can 
see the full description. 
 
MADISON VS BARABOO:  One thing to get used to is the different options for adjusting the calendar filter (the default 
view shows every practice for every group), and this works a bit differently for our Madison groups vs our Baraboo 
groups.  Madison swimmers start by selecting the correct roster group, and the location (west side or east side) if you’d 
like.  The Baraboo calendar is set up differently, as it was on the old calendar.  Baraboo families should select Baraboo 
under the location filter, and you’ll see the practice schedule for every Baraboo Group. 
 
OTHER FILTERS AND VIEWING OPTIONS:  The new calendar has a lot of different options that families can adjust for 
however they’d prefer to view the page.  Besides the roster and location filters, you can also adjust to show a daily, 
weekly, or monthly view, or a chronological list of all the practices.  You can also click the red calendar icon to expand 
the view, or click the blue ‘fullscreen’ link. 
 
CHANGES AND COLOR CODING:  In the past we’ve always like to have different colors on the calendar for different 
groups or events, but right now that isn’t a feature.  If that changes you’ll notice.  For any CHANGES to the regular 
schedule, we’ve entered those practices in a way that shows up ‘highlighted’ to draw your attention. 
 
Obviously, how we use the calendar might evolve a little bit as we explore the new features, but we wanted to get 
everyone on the same page with the basics.  Explore a little bit, let us know if you have any questions or issues, and give 
us any suggestions on tweaking the format going forward. 
 
Thanks for all the patience on this the last couple of weeks – Go BAC! 
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